Clocks & Picture Frames

#507
5” x 7”

#406
4” x 6”

#355
3½” x 5”

#203
2” x 3”

Brass Clock Faces
An elegant finishing touch for any stained glass clock.
Classic old world European style faces. Each size comes
with a set of black hands.
5” Dia.
#753
7” Dia.
#737
See:
Time for Glass (#7893)
for clock patterns

#810
8” x 10”
Picture Frame Easel Backs
These black matboard easel backs are the easiest, quickest way to stand
your picture frames! Extra long folding leg to correctly stand your
finished photo frame. Hold in place with 1⁄8” brass ‘U’ came, to save hours
of fabricating a hinged standing leg. Give your picture frames a more
finished, professional look.
Mix & Match Easel Backs for Quantity Discount!
Light Box
Finally, an inexpensive and compact light
box for tracing patterns, selecting glass
colors, or as a lighted scoring table!
Translucent 10” x 12” white plastic
top and a bright fluorescent bulb. The
portable Light Tracer is strong enough to draw
and score glass on. Box is made of stainless steel.
Made in USA. One year warranty.
#1021
Step 1 - Notch

Little Notcher
As seen on TV with Vicki Payne, the Little
Notcher quickly and neatly notches brass
channel to trim the edges of jewelry boxes,
picture frames and stained glass panels.
Just slip the channel into the
adjustable slot and push down on
the handle to cut a neat 90° notch
in 1⁄8” brass or zinc channel (see
drawing). Then bend the channel
around your corners in a perfect right angle!
Complete with allen wrench and instructions.
#790
Brass Channel
Used around box tops for added strength or to frame
small stained glass panels. Perfect for holding photos
and easel backs behind picture frames.
#716
Solid 1⁄8” x 36” long
NOTE:

Oak Pedestal Clock Kit
Create this beautiful 10” tall clock that stands
on its own oak base. The kit contains 9 full size
patterns, oak base, elegant 5” brass clock face,
accurate quartz movement and complete assembly
instructions. Add Cord & Socket set (#4000) to
backlight your clock!
#8659

Add a $6. boxing charge to ship a minimum of
12 pieces of solid brass channel in 36” lengths.

Brass Channel Bundle
24 pieces of 1⁄8” brass channel cut to 18” lengths, with
no boxing charge.
#716B

Step 2 Bend

12” Pendulum Clock Movement
Quartz movement keeps excellent time for use in stained glass
clocks. Runs for a year on one ‘AA’ battery (not included).
Complete with hands and 12” long brass pendulum bob.
#730
Mini Quartz Clock Movement
An excellent time keeper in a compact size. Runs on
one ‘AA’ battery (not included). Complete with hands.
#735

Porta-Trace Projector
The Porta-Trace Projector
enlarges any image up to
ten times the original size.
Perfect for enlarging scale
drawings up to full size
window patterns. 200 mm optical
quality lens for sharp enlargements.
The copy size is 5” x 5”. Larger
originals can be projected in sections.
An important tool for designing
stained glass windows.
#PROJECT

#710 Pattern Paper (not shown)
24” x 36” stiff paper for cutting patterns.
Minimum mail order is 12 pc.
#712 Carbon Paper (not shown)
23” x 35” large size carbon for transferring drawings to pattern paper.
Glass Marking Pens & Pencil
Fine line markers for tracing patterns onto glass. Use the white pencil for
tracing pattern lines onto dark glass. The gold and white pens will not rub
off glass when dry. Great for use with a wet glass grinder or bandsaw!
Use the gold pen to touch up your solder joints on brass came.
#705 Gold Pen
#708 Black Pen
#711 White Pen

